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FUND MANAGERS’ DILEMMA
Clients want less short-term volatility
Limited scope under current legislation to provide downside protection
Fund managers have increased allocations to “safer” assets
like bonds and cash to meet “short-term objectives”
Large fund managers find “little value” in SA markets
– “We need to have more offshore!”
Smaller fund managers find “ample opportunities” in SA markets

High return environment of past 10 – 15 years has masked the risks
of giving clients what they want and not what they need

HISTORIC PERFORMANCE – SA ASSET CLASSES
TEN YEAR PERFORMANCE TO 31/12/2014
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IN JANUARY 2014, SA FUND MANAGERS:
forecast the 10-year bond yield to be 8.5-9.0% in 12 months;
forecast the rand to be ZAR10.25/US$ in 12 months;
thought that South African 10-year bonds were ‘overvalued’;

thought that resources would be the best performing equity sector in 2014.

Source: Merrill Lynch Fund Manager Survey
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MEDIUM-TERM OUTLOOK FOR ASSET CLASSES
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MEDIUM-TERM OUTLOOK FOR ASSET CLASSES
SIMPLE EXPECTED REAL RETURNS

Source: Research Affiliates based on data from Robert Shiller, Bloomberg, and FactSet

CLIENTS’ DILEMMA (IN RETIREMENT)
Clients want less short-term volatility
Clients need sustainable long-term investment returns
from which to draw income (TRADITIONAL MODEL)
The investment time horizon is unknown
– but we do know it’s getting longer
Current income yields are too low and the outlook for growth
in the medium-term is uncertain
Inflation in SA is likely to remain stubbornly high, despite recent oil
and petrol price developments
Increased intermediation has raised the costs of post-retirement planning

Listed property
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INCOME FROM GROWTH ASSETS
Nedgroup Investments Property Fund
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INCOME EFFICIENT PORTFOLIO CHARACTERISTICS
ALL securities in portfolio contribute to producing an income
Majority of securities produce income that grows at or above inflation
over time
equities
listed property
inflation-linked bonds
No performance-based fees

SPECIFICALLY CONSTRUCTED TO GENERATE INCOME

AN HISTORIC PERSPECTIVE
Presented by Paul Stewart

January 2015

SOME WISE WORDS… 130+ YEARS AGO
“The actual complaint of the worker is the insecurity of his existence;
he is unsure if he will always have work, he is unsure if he will always
be healthy and he can predict that he will reach old age and be unable
to work.
If he falls into poverty, and be that only through prolonged illness,
he will find himself totally helpless being on his own, and society
currently does not accept any responsibility towards him beyond
the usual provisions for the poor, even if he has been working
all the time ever so diligently and faithfully.
The ordinary provisions for the poor, however,
leaves a lot to be desired.”

Otto van Bismarck, 20 March 1884

HISTORY OF PENSIONS
Germany
Widows' funds were among the first pension type arrangements
to appear, for example Duke Ernest the Pious of Gotha in Germany,
founded a widows' fund for clergy in 1645 and another for teachers in 1662.
Otto von Bismarck: Old Age and Disability Insurance Bill was enacted
in 1889. The Old Age Pension program, financed by a tax on workers,
was originally designed to provide a pension annuity for workers who reached
the age of 70 years, though this was lowered to 65 years in 1916. In fact, an
adult entering into insurance under the scheme would on average live to 70
years of age. (life expectancy at the time was 65 years but this was skewed
downward by a very high infant mortality rate)

HISTORY OF PENSIONS
Great Britain
There is a history of pensions in Ireland that can be traced back
to Brehon Law in the 1600’s imposing a legal responsibility on the kin group
to take care of its members who were aged, blind, deaf, sick or insane.
The beginning of the modern state pension was the Old Age Pensions Act
1908, that provided 5 shillings (£0.25) a week for those over 70 whose
annual means do not exceed £31.50 – first example of means testing.

USA
Adopted the British principles and quickly developed the most widespread
and powerful retirement system during the period of its industrialisation in
the 1900’s which became the dominant model for the world.

COMMON THEMES TODAY CAUSED BY THESE
FLAWS
Pensioners / retirees are generally uncertain about their existence.
Income security is low, exacerbated by the low interest rates.
Bad health can spell disaster for many due to under insurance
and budget constraints.
Retirees often need to supplement their income post-retirement.
Asset managers, advisor and consultants are generally total return focussed
– more is better mindset.
The golden years become the dreaded years.

RETIREMENT MODELS

THE DEFINED BENEFIT MODEL
Contribute to fund over working life,
Member and surviving spouse (dependents under 21) get paid an income
(percentage of the members final salary) as a pension that escalates
by an agreed percentage over time.

When the member/surviving spouse decease, the company’s
responsibility ceases.
Investment risk sits squarely with Sponsor (company / institution)
and member is immunised from this risk – risk transfer from young to old.
Requires an actuary to assess assets and liabilities regularly.
Company’s do not like carrying the retirement liability on their balance sheets.
Generally unportable and therefore not practical in a modern world
of mobile labour.

THE RISE OF DEFINED CONTRIBUTION
Individual retirement plan based on member plus company contributions.
Upon retirement member decides what do with capital
Cash out, guaranteed annuity or living annuity.
Member (via Trustees) assumes all investment risk and company free from
liability.
Highly portable i.e. assets can be transferred, preserved or spent.
Members usually target an amount in order to have sufficient income
replacement at retirement
When you retire is as important as how much you retire with.
Prevailing interest rates at retirement have huge impact.

Since company does not carry liability, Trustees focus on choosing asset
managers that have offered the best total investment returns.

A SUMMARY OF THE FLAWS
Retirement age too low – retirement assets need a longer lifespan.
Insufficient incentives to save (tax breaks and social grants).
Saving for retirement vs saving through retirement.
Members should not have access to their capital pre-retirement.
Too much complexity - advice is incoherent and conflicted
Trustees, consultants and asset managers are unaligned with
misplaced focus on short-term total returns.
The break between pre- and post-retirement causes de-risking
behaviour which is not helpful – asset allocation is key.
Target date portfolios or life stage models – the “Glidepath Illusion1”.
Note
1. The Glidepath Illusion; Rob Arnott, Research Affiliates - Sept 2012

THE REGULATOR/INDUSTRY’S PROPOSED FIXES
Save for longer – compulsory savings for all employees.

Retirement fund reform
–

Bulk up assets – (fewer larger suppliers reduces competition)

–

Reduce costs

–

Go passive.

Choose the “best” asset manager – active, passive, multi-manager.
De-risk the portfolios - but target date portfolios or life stage models may
not work.

A MORE IDEAL MODEL

OUR PROPOSED FIXES
All participants should work together to create DB style retirement income
(% of final salary outcome) within a DC retirement system.
Remove complexity from the system
Consolidate Pension, Provident, RA, Preservation schemes.

Remove pre- and post-retirement delineations.
Asset managers should manage assets for creation of an income stream
not a capital value which is exposed to prevailing market conditions
at retirement (yields in 2000 vs 2015).

Keep costs down by removing excessive advice, administration
and performance fees.
Creating the 1% total cost solution - going passive is not the only answer.

MAKING RETIREMENT INCOME WORK
Marc Thomas

PRIORITIES FOR POST RETIREMENT INCOME
Preservation is mentioned but addressed in a pre retirement savings paper.
Fee’s/ costs.
Advice

Asset Managers
Product Providers
Administration

Drawdown rates
% of capital taken as income each year

Investment returns and on-going management
Asset allocation
Risk/ volatility

Sequence of return
‘Bucket’ strategy
Not investing ‘through’ retirement

Other risks

FEES / COSTS
Excludes
performance
fees

IMPACT OF FEES
Grindrod Scenario Planning Tool
High Equity Multi Asset Fund
5% drawdown + CPI increases , 0,75% fee = 74% success rate
5% drawdown + CPI increases, 2% fee = 65% success rate
Low Equity Multi Asset Fund
5% drawdown +CPI increases, 0,75% fee = 70% success rate

5% drawdown +CPI increases, 2% fee = 56% success rate

DRAWDOWN RATES

YEARS BEFORE YOUR INCOME WILL START TO REDUCE

Average drawdown rate 6,8%

Add on the average 2% fee
Total withdrawn/paid away is 8,8%

Investment return per annum

Annual income rate
selected at inception

(before inflation & after all fees)

2.5%

5.0%

7.5%

10.0%

12.5%
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6
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10.0%

4

5

6
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9

12.5%

2

3

3

4

5

15.0%

1

1

2

2

2

17.5%

1

1

1

1

1

It is important to note that the table above assumes that you will adjust your percentage
income selected over time to maintain the same amount of real income (i.e. allowing for
inflation of 6%
per annum). Once the number of years in the table above has been reached, your income
will diminish rapidly in the subsequent years.

DRAWDOWN RATES
Alexander Forbes Member Watch
2007= 8% average drawdown
2011= 11% average drawdown

National Treasury Model
67% of all ILLA’s will experience a 30% drop in real income
Age cohort 55-70 drawing 5-10%
76-85% will experience a 30% drop in real income

DRAWDOWN RATES
Global Standard
4% rule (SAFEMAX) inflation adjusted withdrawal rate
William Bengen’s first research in 1994 and updated in 2006.
50 different , 30 year retirement periods, 1926-2004
"Trinity study" of Cooley, Hubbard, and Walz (1998), which also arrived at a
sustainable 4% rate for an investor with a "moderate" allocation.
Problems with ‘4%’ SAFEMAX
Only uses historic returns and volatility
Different SAFEMAX at different times

1960 = 4,5%
1980 = 8,8%
1990 = 5,5% (projected)
2000 = 2,6% (projected)
2010 = 1,8% (projected)

Lower yields, interest rates
& expected returns

DRAWDOWN RATES

INVESTMENT RETURNS AND ON-GOING MANAGEMENT
Asset Allocation

Very conservative AA

Cash
41%

Equity
39%

Historically been sufficient as all asset
classes produced CPI+ returns
Now more than 50% of portfolio
projected to produce less than CPI
after costs

Lower yields: 2000 to 2015

Bonds
16%

Source: ASISA 2011

Property
4%

IMPACT OF FEES AND ASSET ALLOCATION
Grindrod Scenario Planning Tool
Grindrod Managed Growth Fund (High Equity Multi Asset):
5% drawdown + CPI increases , 0,75% fee = 74% success rate
5% drawdown + CPI increases, 2% fee = 65% success rate
Grindrod Stable Growth Fund (Low Equity Multi Asset):
5% drawdown +CPI increases, 0,75% fee = 70% success rate

5% drawdown +CPI increases, 2% fee = 56% success rate
Average portfolio (ASISA doc)
5% drawdown +CPI increases, 0,75% fee = 47% success rate
5% drawdown +CPI increases, 2% fee = 39% success rate

RISK / VOLATILTY
Want to reduce risk / volatility

Reducing risk and volatility also reduces long term returns
Lower returns means lower success rates or probability of money lasting

GLOBAL ISSUE
Ernst &Young: The Decumulation Agenda 2013.
“ it is striking that asset managers are virtually absent from financial decumulation
markets

JP Morgan, Head of Retirement: Michael Falcon 2012
“Accumulation is hard, but it’s not complicated. Decumulation – is both hard and
complicated.”

BlackRock: America’s Retirement Needs 2013
“the challenge of decumulation has yet to be effectively addressed

GLOBAL ISSUE

Wade Pfau, Jeremy Cooper
Yin and Yang of Retirement Income Philosophies
2014

SEQUENCE OF RETURN / DRAWDOWN RISK

SEQUENCE OF RETURN RISK

BUCKET STRATEGY
0-2 years

2-5 years

> 5 years

returns
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2-5 years

0-2 years

time

INCOME DRAWDOWN
These traditional approaches are not ideal
To market dependent (example of salary linked to share price) and
out of our control
‘top up’/ timing risk
Use ‘asset accumulation/growth only’ strategies to fund income
Classic mismatch of ‘square peg in a round hole’

THE RETIRED INVESTORS’ CHALLENGERS
Declining capital in mid/latter years (with consequence declining AUM for
the industry)
Uncertainty from year to year of income payment
Difficult to plan, budget and to sleep well at night.
Capital and Income always vulnerable to volatility, sequence of return,
timing and top up risk each year.
Complexity of bucket management

Different approach
to planning and investing

INCOME DRAWDOWN: INCOME COVERAGE RATIO
7%

0,4%

5%

7%
6.60%

2%
Average Balanced

Some Balanced

Payers & Growers™
Stable Growth

INCOME DRAWDOWN CHALLENGE
Impact of including high yield and income growth in drawdown portfolios

“..this focus on dividends (income) had a significantly positive impact on
both the portfolio’s withdrawal rate and its sustainability…, we found that
using a strategy focused on companies with high and growing dividends
alleviates the stress of regular withdrawals”
Thornburg Investment Management

INCOME FROM A HYPOTHETICAL $1 MILLION INVESTMENT
IN A GLOBAL DIVIDEND GROWERS PORTFOLIO

vs a year 2000
projected
SAFEMAX
of 2,6%

Grindrod Stable Growth Fund (5% drawdown)

1

Year 1

Year 2

Year 31

July 2012 June 2013

July 2013 June 2014

July 2014 June 2015

Income drawdown requirement

R150,000.00

R159,000.00

R168,540.00

Net income produced by fund

R134,813.25

R175,196.23

R197,214.16

Income covered by portfolio

89.9%

110.2%

117.0%

Capital value at end of period

R3,315,642.15

R3,598,678.32

n/a

Based on GrAM distribution forecasts and year 2 ending unit balance

INCOME DRAWDOWN CHALLENGE
“…investors with an income focus are likely better served

using portfolios specifically constructed for this purpose
since income efficient portfolios can be very different from
Total Return portfolio's… investors seeking income are likely
best served using approaches or portfolios built with this
goal in mind.”
Ibbotson Associates (Morningstar 2012)

RETIRED INVESTOR NEEDS
Reliable income each year
Annual growth in income of CPI
Long term capital growth (Total Return) at/above CPI to sustain income for
up to 30 years
InResearch: The Future of Advice 2014
No1 planning need: Client – Retirement Income Planning 39%
No1 planning need: Advisor – Retirement Income Planning 48%

INCOME EFFICIENT PORTFOLIOS

3 important elements to provide for income investors
Reliable income yield
Annual growth in income of close to CPI
Long term capital growth (Total Return) at/above CPI
to sustain income for up to 30 years

Traditional portfolio management only focuses on Total Return

INCOME EFFICIENT PORTFOLIO CHARACTERISTICS
ALL securities in portfolio contribute to producing an income
Majority of securities produce income that grows at or above inflation
over time
equities
listed property
inflation-linked bonds
No performance-based fees

SPECIFICALLY CONSTRUCTED TO GENERATE INCOME
and long term CPI+ returns

MAKING RETIREMENT INCOME WORK

No silver bullet

Combination of key factors:
Fees
Lower and no performance fees
Grindrod Funds1% & 0,75% (clean class) , no
performance fees
Drawdown rate
Match portfolio income to income drawdown as much as
possible (LDI)
Grindrod Funds have high yields 4,5 - 8,5%
Manage the Income Coverage Ratio (ICR)
Less dependant on short term fluctuations and timing risk
Grindrod Funds provide CPI income growth with very low
income volatility

MAKING RETIREMENT INCOME WORK

No silver bullet

Combination of key factors:
Asset Allocation
A strategic allocation to a higher % of growth assets for better
long term returns
Grindrod Funds have high strategic allocation to equities
and property
More efficient ‘bucket’ management
To minimise cash drag and top up risk
Grindrod Funds provide consistent, growing quarterly
income reducing the need to redeem capital in adverse
market conditions

Lower fees
Reliable income
Income growth
Higher allocation to growth assets

QUESTIONS?

DISCLAIMER: This presentation has been compiled by Grindrod Asset Management (Pty) Ltd (‘GrAM’), a wholly owned subsidiary of Grindrod Financial
Holdings Limited. It is confidential and presented as a general information service to the addressee only and therefore should not be considered to be
investment advice. Accordingly, it contains no recommendation (whether express or implied), guidance, or proposal that any particular security is appropriate
to the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of the addressee. Conflicts of interest may exist with any one or more of the securities
recommended in this presentation, which include situations where the author/s of the presentation or a member of his/her family owns a direct interest in
securities issued by a company mentioned, an employee of GrAM acts as a director of a company mentioned in the presentation, GrAM owns securities in a
company mentioned in the presentation, or GrAM receives compensation for providing financial services to a company mentioned in the presentation. This
presentation shall not be reproduced in whole or in part, without GrAM’s permission. The information contained herein has been obtained from sources which,
and persons whom, we believe to be reliable but is not guaranteed for accuracy, completeness or otherwise. Any opinions expressed are subject to change
without notice. While care has been taken in the preparation of the information contained in the presentation, GrAM will not be liable for any loss or damage of
any nature arising from this presentation, or incurred as a result of acting on the contents thereof.
Grindrod Asset Management (Pty) Ltd is an Authorised Financial Services Provider (License 29834).

